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According to a poll from TalkDesk, 
47% of organizations said that 
data scattered across siloed 
systems represented their biggest 
intelligence challenge in their 
contact centers, inhibiting a 
successful customer data strategy.

VoiceFoundry’s Data Analytics Package for Amazon Connect is a robust reporting and 
business intelligence tool that provides insight into the performance of your contact 
center through a data visualization dashboard with a wide range of visualizations. Built 
on AWS with an easy-to-use interface, the Data Analytics Package goes beyond the 
basic reports provided by Amazon Connect, allowing you to focus on data points and 
metrics relevant to your business.

Improve Customer Experience
With enhanced visibility into contact center performance, you can focus on addressing 
problem areas and raising KPIs.

Reduce the Feedback Cycle
Access data and implement changes quickly for faster business improvement projects.

Gain Insight
Dashboards provide insight into general performance of your contact center and 
specific performance of individual agents, bots, and more.

Support Agent Growth
Data reporting on individual interactions helps you highlight exceptional performers and 
provide assistance to underperforming agents.

Gain Insight through Data and Metrics
Amazon Connect provides basic data 
analytics, but VoiceFoundry’s Data 
Analytics Package brings you further, 
helping you raise Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) within the contact 
center. View dashboards with data on 
overall contact center performance, 
agent performance, agent status, 
Contact ID search, and post-call surveys 
for deeper, richer insight to improve 
customer experience.

Overview

VoiceFoundry Data Analytics 
Package for Amazon Connect



About VoiceFoundry
VoiceFoundry, A TTEC Digital Company, is relentlessly committed to crafting smarter, more meaningful experiences throughout the 
entire customer journey. We combine the agility and flexibility of AWS’ world-class cloud contact center solutions with our expertise 
and purpose-fit customer engagement services, to deliver comprehensive contact center innovations that solve the unique needs of any 
organization. Our AWS Advanced Partner status uniquely positions us to quickly and easily resolve even the most complex customer 
experience challenges.

Learn more about how we build intelligent, agile contact centers that adapt to the needs of your business, agents, and customers so you 
are empowered to deliver a differentiated, high-value experience across every channel, in every interaction. 
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Drive Business Decisions with 
Clear, Comprehensive Data

By providing enhanced visibility into contact center metrics, 
VoiceFoundry’s Data Analytics Package can reduce the feedback 
cycle to ensure business improvement projects are working, 
agent growth is supported, key performers are celebrated, and 
CX improvement areas are addressed.

Robust Data Visualization
Dashboards provide metrics on overall contact center 
performance, agent performance, agent status, Contact ID 
search, post-call surveys, and more.

Contact Center Performance Dashboard
Gain insight into containment metrics (calls abandoned 
in queue, customers connected to agent vs self-service, 
disconnect metrics and reason), channel distribution (chat, 
voice, etc.), queue distribution, calls by routing profile, queue 
duration, wait time, and more.

Agent Performance Dashboard
View individual agent metrics or multiple agents’ metrics 
simultaneously, by agent username, routing profile or agent 
hierarchy. Viewable metrics include total interactions, total talk 
time, average after contact work (ACW) duration, average handle 
time (AHT), average hold time, average number of calls placed 
on hold, and more.

.
Post-Call Survey Dashboard
View post-call survey metrics, including average score and 
distribution of scores, by agent, routing profile, and more.

Agent Status Dashboard
Real-time view of agents’ current or upcoming status.

Contact ID Search Dashboard
Access individual customer interaction and experience data, 
including which call flows they interacted with, which prompts they 
received, missed utterances, total utterances used, intents fulfilled 
by bot, error messages, and agent associated with the call.

Request a Free Demo
Visit voicefoundry.com/contact-us/ to request 
a free demo of VoiceFoundry’s Data Analytics
Package for Amazon Connect.


